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During the nineties, in my Phd dissertation, I conducted for 5 years an 

anthropological research about Romanian Jews in Israel. The subject was 

close to my heart, being myself an immigrant from Romania. This research 

was the first, and till now the only anthropological research about this 

ethnic group. Strangely enough, as we speak about a population of 400.000 

people, matching only the number of olim from Morocco, who were 

extensively researched by Israeli anthropologists. 

       Several years later, a large number of Romanian guest workers came 

to Israel. For a long period of time they were almost the only workers in 

the building industry in Israel. They offered me a rare opportunity to 

research a very different population from the Romanian Jews, who 

however came from the same country of origin, and spoke the same 

language. 

       Moreover, most of the agents who recruited the workers in Romania, 

brought them to Israel, employed them here and supervised their work, 

were Romanian Israelis, as they knew the language, and also claimed to 

know the modes of behavior and the social, political and cultural legacy of 

the workers. As one of the managers told me: 

       "I know the language. I understand their ways of thinking. I know from 

where they come. I know what a Romanian likes to eat and what is his 

mentality. So I know with whom I deal". 

         This is a unique case of relations between Israelis and guest workers, 

so I grabbed the opportunity to research it. Among other issues, I was 

interested to compare the Romanian olim with the Romanian workers on 

the basis of their common language and land of origin. 

 

Before continuing I want to explain to you something about the Israeli 

terminology in the context of immigration and ethnicity. In Israel we do 

not use the word "immigration" about Jews who come to or leave Israel. 

Instead, immigration to Israel is called "aliah" – literally "going up", and 

immigration from Israel is called "yeridah" – literally "going down", and 

the immigrants are called "olim" and yordim" respectively.  
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These terms are obviously evaluative and judgmental, based on the 

ideology that Israel is the land of all Jews, and therefore every Jew from 

all over the world has to come to Israel in order to realize his or hers 

identity. Those that leave Israel loose parts of their identity and also betray 

in some sense their nationality and their fellow Jews. The use of these terms 

is less and less common, as the immigration to Israel is almost nonexistent, 

and the immigration from Israel more common, especially among the 

young generation. But at the  time of my researches those terms were 

prevalent. 

       In the context of ethnicity Israeli Jews divide themselves into three 

categories, based upon their places of origin and culture before 

immigrating to Israel: Ashkenazim – from east and west Europe and from 

North America; Sepharadim - from South Europe, Turkey, Greece Spain; 

and Mizrachim – coming from north Africa, Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria. 

This division is hierarchical. Ashkenazim are considered on the top of the 

ladder, and the other two categories inferior to them. The criterion of this 

division is the idea that Europe and North America are the most civilized 

places in the world, and that so are the Jews of this origin. This criterion is 

not accepted by the two "inferior" categories and they contest the 

hierarchical ethnic division totally. As a result, there is a continuous ethnic 

conflict in the Israeli society upon this issue. My research about Romanian 

Israelis was and still is one of the very few researches about those called 

Ashkenazim, whereas the Mizrachim were and still are researched 

extensively by Israeli sociologists and anthropologists. Taking into 

consideration the acute ethnic conflict salient in the Israeli society and 

culture, this is a mystery that must be researched by itself. 

 

I return to our subject matter. Apparently there were many differences 

between the Romanian Israelis and the Romanian guest workers. The 

obvious ones regarding religion, ethnicity, nationality and citizenship. But 

in addition there were more differences. Most of the olim researched by me 

belonged to the middle, even upper social class – businessmen, 

professionals, even intellectuals. Many lived in Bucharest prior to 

immigration, or in cities and towns over the country. All respondents had 

families in Israel, and most were aged between 50 and 70. 

In opposition, the workers belong in Romania to the lower socio-economic 

class, and most of them came from peripherial villages. Only men came to 

Israel, leaving their families behind, and most of them were young. 
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       Against this background, and to my surprise, I found many similarities 

between the two populations. I summarized them into three categories: 

common values; common stereotypes about themselves concerning their 

behavior in social relations and in the public sphere; and common 

impressions about Romania and Israel. I sadly compromise with the 

shortage of time, so I limit myself to one common value and some common 

elements of behavior in the public sphere.  

 

The most cherished value of both groups is family life, which is strongly 

connected with the value of culture and education. The education of the 

children is perceived by both groups as the main focus of family life, and 

is based not only on formal education but also upon a peaceful and loving 

home. This project entails many sacrifices from the parents, like hard work 

and directing most of the family`s resources to the children. 

       This was the case of the Romanian olim mainly during the first years 

after immigration, when they accepted every available job in order to make 

a living. Even harder and less prestigious jobs compared to those held by 

them in Romania. Many held several jobs, and many women who were 

housewives in Romania started to work. By working hard they wished to 

afford their children the same opportunities as those of Israeli children, and 

encouraged their children to integrate in the Israeli society. Namely: to 

learn Hebrew, to have Israeli friends, to absorb the norms of thinking and 

behaving in Israel. But the ironic consequence of this move was that it 

corroded their role as parents and socializators, estranging them from their 

children. Some children were even ashamed of their Romanian parents, and 

few appealed to their guidance which became irrelevant to the Israeli 

milieu. Let`s hear about this situation from one of the Romanian olim : 

       "When we arrived in Israel I immediately started to work. I had no 

time to learn Hebrew. I learned the language in the streets, like gypsies who 

play music by ear. I am very sorry about that. I feel like an analphabet. 

During the first years after immigration I tried to be to my daughters what 

I used to be in Romania- a father to address to about any issue and to 

receive from him useful answers. But no more. In many respects I was 

ignorant. 
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I could not help them with their studies. I could not take part in their talks 

with their friends. I felt that my time has passed and that I am of no use 

tomy family. I and my daughters are two worlds apart. I am half Romanian, 

and they are total Israelis". 

 

The will to educate their children, to improve their lives, to help them 

marry and buy a house, was also the main incentive of the Romanian 

workers to come to Israel, leaving their families behind. And like the 

Romanian immigrants, they all paid a high price following this move. They 

gave up the task of fathering their children, guiding them and sharing their 

problems and achievements. All the respondents suffered from this 

situation. At the time of my research they had no cellular phones, and every 

evening the queues to the public phones were very long. By these 

conversations with their families they tried to catch up what they missed in 

the families` lives. Some took short trips to Romania, and few women came 

to visit their husbands in Israel. Let`s hear one of the workers pouring his 

heart to me: 

       "The distance from home is a very hard experience for me. I never left 

my home, my family and my village. I wish to be strong and healthy in 

order to survive among strangers. I miss my family so much that it tears 

my soul. I have three children and I do not see them growing up. I actually 

do not know them. They grow up without a father, and who knows what 

damage this entails. I am happy to send them money. I solved them many 

problems. But I hurt all the time about not being with them". 

       Most workers also justified their drinking of alcohol behavior as a 

"calming pill" ameliorating their missing their families as well as coping 

with hard work and poor living conditions without the support of their 

families. One of them told me a joke about it. Someone asks the workers 

why they drink so much. One of them replied: we try to drown our troubles. 

And do you succeed asks the guy. No, they learned to swim . . . 

 

Another finding common to both groups regards their status in the Israeli 

society. According to the Romanian olim, their status in Israel is very low, 

similar to the status of Moroccans. According to the hierarchical order 

explained above, Romanians see themselves graded as the lowest group 

among the Ashkenazim, whereas Moroccans are considered as the highest 

group among the Mizrachim.  
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This is also  how they explain the many mixed marriages between those 

two groups. Romanians consider themselves as discriminated in relation to 

other Ashkenazim : Not mentioned in the Jewish Zionist history, not even 

in the context of the holocaust; not given due credit for their vast 

contributions to the establishment of the state of Israel; and 

notwithstanding their big number  they were not and are not represented in 

the political scene. Even after immigration they received no assistance 

from the authorities and had to manage this complicated situation all by 

themselves. One of the respondents  summarized  this opinion as follows: 

" In Israel we are treated as foster children". 

       As a result, many Romanians are ashamed of their origin and do not 

identify themselves as Romanians. (This was one of my problems in 

determining the field of my research. As I could not find people that do not 

identify as Romanians, I had to settle on people who define themselves as 

such). 

 

The Romanian guest workers also complained about their low status in 

Israel. Many Israelis referred to them as drunkards and thieves, and their 

employers took advantage of them, provided them poor living and work 

conditions, imposed upon them long hours of work without paying them 

accordingly, and even without rewarding them with appreciation and 

thanks. One of them, mouthing many others, said to me: 

       "We are treated as slaves. But do not forget that we are building your 

country (shows around), and for that you should be thankful to us. We are 

humble but not inferior. We keep our dignity". 

 

More interesting to me was the fact, that both groups gave the same 

explanations to their low status in Israel. 

 

One explanation was what the two groups call "the Romanian nature", 

which according to them is soft, gentle, polite, modest, easygoing and 

peaceful. Romanians are unspoiled, self- sufficient, satisfied with what 

they have, respectful and considerate to others, and always avoiding fights. 

This was also the impression of their work managers, as well as of the shop 

owners who met the workers daily and even hosted their social and 
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drinking meetings. The Romanian olim also characterize themselves in the 

same way, and this is also their reputation in the Israeli society.   

 

Both groups even use the same phrasing of their nature. The workers say: 

"Romanians work and do not open their mouth". The olim say: "Romanians 

lack mouth and elbows". These sayings mean that the features mentioned 

above of the Romanian nature, which are usually regarded as nice and 

positive,  are detrimental to Romanians and responsible to a great extent to 

their discrimination and persecution in the public scene. 

 

The second explanation of both groups to this situation is their inner 

segregation. At the period of my research there were in Israel 25 Romanian 

organizations divided by places of origin in Romania, places of habitation 

in Israel, political parties, sport associations and synagogues. The reason 

of this inside division was not intense political activity but lack of 

solidarity, as the attendance in most organizations was very scarce, and 

some of them existed only in name. Lack of solidarity characterized also 

the Romanian workers. They used to socialize only with family relatives 

who worked in Israel or with people from the same villages in Romania. 

Lack of solidarity is also perceived by both populations as detrimental to 

them in the Israeli society, as they are unable to unite in order to fight for 

their rights and improve their situation. Moreover, both groups are well 

aware that the Romanian nature and the lack of solidarity depend only on 

them and not upon the Israeli society, and they take full responsibility about 

them. As one Romanian Israeli told me: 

       "Apparently to be nice and to have a good disposition is a positive 

thing. We adopted and internalized this national Romanian character from 

the day we were born and brought it to Israel, and we continue to be proud 

of it here. But in a harsh and competitive world like ours it is not effective 

at all. You have to be strong and loud in order to achieve something and to 

be someone. And you have to collaborate with others. But we are reluctant 

to fight and not united. Some people say that we are cowards. Perhaps they 

are right". 

 

The third explanation of both groups to their inferior position in Israel is 

the Soviet regime. Under this regime they learned to be obedient, to abstain 
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from political activity, to focus upon your family and job, to make do with 

little and to limit your social relations to a few relatives and friends.  

 

 

People were afraid of strangers and did not dare to speak their minds. So 

that to unite, to have demands from the authorities and to fight against them 

was not an option.  Surely enough, the Soviet regime took advantage of the 

passive and soft nature of Romanians in order to oppress them. According 

to the respondents, after living in these conditions for tens of years, they 

got used to them till they seemed to be "natural", and they continued to 

behave so even after the fall of the Soviet regime and even after 

immigrating to Israel as olim or guest workers. 

 

I want to end with an anecdote and a remark. 

 

At the beginning of my research about the Romanian guest workers my 

colleagues suggested that I should take my assistant guy to protect me from 

the "problematic" and even "violent" population. I did so, but after only 

two encounters with the workers both of us realized that his presence is 

ridiculous. The workers treated me like a  queen.  They kissed my hand ( a 

common Romanian custom ), cleaned their lodgings before I came, offered 

me refreshments and the best sitting place. They were anxious about my 

safety when we climbed the scaffolds and always accompanied me to car 

or bus. They were very quiet near me, raised their hand in order to speak 

to me, respected my personal space and addressed me "Doctor Rina". 

 

My last remark: Despite the many similarities between Romanian Israelis 

and Romanian guest workers,  and I mentioned only a few, there were no 

social relationships between them. Romanian Israelis hired the workers to 

do minor jobs in their homes. They gave them food and clothes, reminisced  

with them about Romania, but did not socialize with them. In opposition 

they did socialize with the staff of the Romanian embassy in Israel. It seems 

that the differences in the social-economic status were stronger than 

personal and behavioral similarities.  
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